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I think it’s amazing that people
can actually go into the system
before they start, watch the
welcome video and read all of our
documentation. That was one of
the things that drew me to CIPHR
because I really liked that kind of
functionality.

About Focus Group
Focus Group is an award-winning business solutions
provider based in Sussex, delivering scalable and powerful
services across voice, mobile, data, IT and energy. It was
founded in 2004 and has over 500 staff, with annual
revenues exceeding £60m.

In September 2020, Focus Group became a CIPHR
customer and is now focusing on making best use of CIPHR
HR, CIPHR Payroll, CIPHR iRecruit and CIPHR Onboarding.
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What did Focus Group want from an HR system?
The HR team at Focus Group consists of six people and is headed up by Claire Cathcart. They currently look after 550
employees and the company is growing.
Their previous HR system failed to engage users, not being user-friendly enough for people to correctly enter their holidays or
absences. As well as a better user experience, the HR team at Focus Group wanted their new HR system to facilitate reporting,
including being able to report on turnover.
Claire Cathcart, the head of HR at Focus Group, says, “We wanted an HR system that would grow with us. When I started there
were 250 employees, now there are 550, and in the next few years there will probably be 1000.”
Integration was also high on the agenda when choosing a new HR system.
Cathcart comments, “CIPHR is great at integrating systems, like adding the learning management system, for instance. And,
crucially, for us, CIPHR HR integrates with payroll, a huge deal for us, having one place to store people data.”
For a new HR system, the team at Focus Group looked for:
B
B
B
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B
B

A user-friendly system
Comprehensive reporting capabilities
A system that can support a growing organisation
Integration with other tools, such as CIPHR iRecruit
Payroll and the ability to integrate with the HR system
To provide a single source of truth for data access

Why Focus Group chose CIPHR
The team started their search for a new HR system by posting on LinkedIn and asking for recommendations. In reply, several
people recommended CIPHR. Overall, it was a lot of research and word of mouth that led Focus Group to CIPHR.
Cathcart says, “One of the Focus Group employees saw my post on LinkedIn and said that the hospices they worked with all
used CIPHR. So, I reached out to him and got some recommendations and, from then on, I kept hearing positive things about
CIPHR. Then we saw the CIPHR HR demo and thought, ‘That’s exactly what we need.’”
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Connecting payroll with HR
Initially, the team did not consider CIPHR Payroll as well as CIPHR HR, because they were using another payroll provider.
Cathcart says, “At the start, I was just focused on HR. But then our managing director, Chris Goodman, said to me that we
needed a new payroll solution as well.”
With CIPHR Payroll it was the single source of truth for data that was particularly compelling.
Cathcart says, “From our point of view, we had two systems holding people data, and that allows for inaccuracies. We wanted
to improve the data integrity and I said to Chris Goodman that having everything in one place is the only way to get around it.”
Cathcart adds, “Everything with the payroll integration is going smoothly.”

Popular CIPHR HR functionality
The HR team at Focus Group is still new to using CIPHR HR, but they’ve found the organisation chart very useful.
Cathcart comments, “People have commented that they’ve found using the employee tree really helpful, particularly new
starters who need to look people up.”
Another feature that employees have enjoyed using is the dashboard in CIPHR HR.
Cathcart says, “People like the dashboard a lot, and they also like using the widgets. In fact, they’re so popular, we’re currently
looking to expand the number of widgets.”
One feature that the HR team at Focus Group is looking to launch is CIPHR’s talent management functionality. “We’re
currently building the talent management functionality, and that’s something that we’ve never had as a business. I think it will
be used quite heavily when I launch it,” says Cathcart.

A renewed focus on onboarding
One process that the HR team at Focus Group felt needed to be addressed was onboarding.
Cathcart says, “When people joined us, I don’t think there was manager guidance around what new starters had to do. There
was only a compulsory onboarding session that was, frankly, no good. Now, we have an area on focus exchange, which is kind of
our intranet, and we’ve got checklists, and guides to help new starters.”
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With CIPHR Onboarding, it’s an opportunity to go even further to improve employee experience.
Cathcart says, “I think it’s amazing that people can actually go into the system before they start, watch the welcome video
and read all of our documentation. That was one of the things that drew me to CIPHR because I really liked that kind of
functionality.
“Now when we enter the new starter into the system, it generates the contract in the system that will be sent out to the
individual. It just makes onboarding so smooth, where before it was all a bit clunky.”

Solving recruitment challenges with CIPHR iRecruit
Although Focus Group has yet to launch CIPHR iRecruit, they’re looking to improve their candidate experience as the
organisation is hiring more people than ever before.
Cathcart comments, “Focus Group has evolved – it was a very different organisation when I started as we didn’t have approvals
for hiring. People were just recruiting when they wanted, how they wanted, with whatever salary they wanted. I put processes
in place to improve that.
“I want hiring to be seamless. I want a manager, when they’ve got a vacancy, to go into the system and raise their vacancy
requests form that pings off to the right approvers. With CIPHR iRecruit, there’s a very useful job description library that the
managers can use to feed into the vacancy request form. It will make recruitment so much more consistent with consistency in
job titles and job descriptions and everything connected to all of our job boards. From an internal recruitment perspective, the
process becomes a lot slicker.”
As part of our HCM platform, CIPHR Connect, CIPHR iRecruit is seamlessly integrated with CIPHR HR.
Cathcart says, “Everything’s connected. Once you’ve got the candidate that you want to send an offer to, that information pings
across into CIPHR HR. The integration from CIPHR iRecruit to CIPHR HR will save us so much time.”
Crucially, having CIPHR iRecruit enhances and supports Focus Group’s people strategy.
Cathcart adds, “My people strategy is really simple – attract high calibre candidates, drive a high-performance culture and
retain talented people. I think the whole candidate experience now with CIPHR iRecruit will be significantly enhanced – the
manager can give us feedback directly into the system, you haven’t got to wait for phone calls, and we’ll be able to get back
to candidates quicker. With that feedback, the candidates will receive automated emails and we’ll book interviews quicker
through the system.”
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Becoming forward-thinking with integration
The team at Focus Group is looking to connect even more systems going forward, to improve data accuracy.
Cathcart says, “We’re looking into doing more integrations. For instance, we’re looking to see if it would be possible to connect
our internal system with our customer platform.
“We’ve also got CIPHR’s Active Directory Connector, to streamline other processes, such as the leavers’ process. Previously
HR had one process while IT had their own process. Integration saves time and enhances accuracy, making things happen in
real-time.”

Looking at the bigger picture with reporting
Being able to access accurate data quickly opens opportunities for focusing on big issues for HR, such as D&I.
Cathcart comments, “In our people strategy, we have a piece around D&I. Now, we have an equal opportunity section in the
personal record, which we’re asking candidates to fill in and soon we’re going to start to pull data and see where we are. Before
now, we’ve never looked at recruitment stats linked to D&I.
“We’ll also be able to report on performance ratings, headcount, FTE, where previously it was so manual and time-consuming.”
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